1.

Guidelines for using the interaction facility

1.1.

Status and aim of the tool

The interaction facility regards the first applicable version which is meant to be used by the country
experts that participate in the Odyssee/MURE project.
The aim of the interaction application is to support the user of the MURE database to take account
of policy measure interaction, and thereby better evaluate savings policy of countries. The results
of the interaction analysis will depend for a large part on the quality of the following inputs to the
MURE database:
- completeness of the set of policy measures in the MURE database
- conversion of cross-sector measures to various types of sectoral policy measures
- characterization of policy measures as to type
- rating of the qualitative impact of each policy measure..
The database should contain all policy measures that are currently influencing the implementation
of energy savings measures. In this respect it is also important to convert cross-sector measures to
specific sectoral policy measure.
The specified type (at c3-level) should be such that the right interaction type is connected to the
policy measure. However, in some cases the MURE database does not offer an appropriate c3-type
to characterize the policy measure.
The rating of the qualitative impact (High, Medium of Low) should be based on the impact in
isolation of other policy measures that focus on the same targeted end-use. The reason being, if the
impact should already take account of interaction, this effect is counted twice when applying the
interaction approach.

1.2.

Role of the user of the tool

The tool interface is totally transparent and allows the user to:
- Select sectors and targeted end-uses for which the interaction analysis is to be performed
- Create an own measures package independing by the targeted end-use
- Remove selected policy measures if these are not useful for the interaction analysis
- Adapt the value of the interaction factor between any combination of two policy measures
- Compare calculated results with available quantitative impact figures (optional).
Moreover, the user can improve the results of the interaction analysis by:
- Add policy measures that have a substantial impact (Medium of High) and do interact with
other policy measures
- Check whether policy measures have been given the right type at c3-level
- Rate the qualitative impact rightly, i.e. with High = > 0.5% savings, Medium = 0.1 – 0.5%
savings and Low = < 0.1% savings.

1.3.

Guidelines for using the tool

The operational sequences follow by close the methodology outlined in sections 3.6 to 3.8.
and translate into the corresponding quantitative parameters of Errore. L'origine riferimento non
è stata trovata.. The following figures show the interaction analysis procedure as it has been so far
experimentally developed. The entire procedure entails three main steps.
In the first step the user is asked to select the country and the targeted end-use for which he wants to
evaluate the measures impact. As example Figure 1-1 shows “Germany” as country and “Space
heating new dwellings” as targeted end-use for the household sector.

Figure 1-1: Step 1 - Selection of Country and Targeted end-use

Once selected these two main options by clicking on the “Submit” button the system provides the
calculation table shown in Figure 1-2. This table is divided in three columns. The first column
provides the policy measures for the selected targeted end-use (in this case “space heating new
dwellings”). The second column shows the measures types to which they belong (opportunely
“adapted”, see paragraph Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.). The third column
shows the impact evaluation.
The impact figure per policy measure is simply the rough translation of the estimated qualitative
impact of the measures, defined as a percentage of the electric and thermal energy consumption of
the analysed sector. To better calculate the impact the user is then allowed to put the actual impact
by measure in the light blue cells of the table.
The “Simple Sum” shows the arithmetic sum of the impact per policy measure. The “Combined
Impact” is the sum. Corrected for thee effect of the interaction. The difference between these two is
called “Overlap/reinforcing”

Figure 1-2: Step 2 – Impact calculation for Country and Targeted end-use

As outlined before, it is possible to analyse and even change this interaction matrix. Actually by
clicking on the “Interaction matrix adaptation” button, the tool provides the table shown in Figure
1-3.

Figure 1-3: Step 3 – Checking the interaction matrix

This matrix is exactly that described in paragraph Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata. and the “green” cells show which are the measures types involved by the 12 German
measures shown in Figure 1-2.
By clicking on each of the green cells the user can change the interaction level of the involved
measure types and in this way change the entire interaction scheme suggested by the tool (see
Figure 1-4).
Once having set the interaction matrix, the user can confirm the changes (or reset everything and
thus come back to the initial setting) and return to the calculation table to see the new interaction
calculation. In the private area of the MURE website it is also possible to change and customize the
quantitative parameters of the interaction levels.

Figure 1-4: Step 3 – Modifying the interaction matrix settings
As explained in chapter 4.2, some measure may be included in the calculation, the user can decide
which of these measures must be involved in the interaction package, to avoid double counting. By
clicking on “Measure selection” a dedicated screen allows to do that.

Figure 1-5: Step 4 – Measures selection
By selecting the voice “Your own measures package” from the Targeted end-uses pop-up list,
A specific ‘ad hoc’ measures package may be created, by the user, independing from the targeted
and-use, including/excluding the measures as shown if figure 1-5.

Figure 1-6: Step 5 – Measures package independing from targeted end-use
The policies interaction tool allows the user to play with some sensitivity analysis:
• Evaluation of impact of the different measure types in the case a policy measure is related to
more than one measure type
• Different percentage of thermal energy in the case the selected targeted end-use refers to
thermal and electric consumption (default=80%)
• Specific measure energy saving (quantitative impact evaluation) different by the default
figure
Make your own modification and click on the button “Calculation”.
Click on the button “Reset” to restore the original figures.

Figure 1-7: Step 6 – 1 Measure N Measure types

Figure 1-8: Step 6 – Specific measure impact evaluation

